Introduction
Let J-be meromcrphic and locally univalent in the unit disk D and denote by (1) {.f, ,) : (f " l.f')' -f, tf " ff) ' : 2q(z)
the Schwarzian derivative of f.
A well known theorem of Nehari [7] states that f is univalent in each noneuclidean disk of radius k-uz (k>l) if (2) tqe)t=# Hille [5] has shown that this theorem is sharp.
Later on, Ahlfors and Weill [] proved that J' extends continuously (with respect to the spherical metric) to the boundary, provided k<1; in fact, they showed that f(eiq) is Hölder-continuous of order I -k. This result was improved by Duren and Lehto [3] who replaced the constant k in (2) by a nondecreasing function )"(lzl), O-Ä-.1, and proved that f has a continuous extension to åD if ),(r) tends "slowly" to l: (3) ;,,:o(r"ra!) as r*r-.
Recently, Gehring and Pommerenke [4] 
uu" = -2Q(x)uL+f, u '2, i.e., u is a "supersolution" of the differential equation (14) y":-2Q(x)r*#.
It seems quite natural to compare u with "subsolutions" of (14;, i.e. solutions of (15) rn:" = -2Q(x)u2+f,u'2.
However, the usual monotonicity theorems do not apply immediately, since the right hand side of (14) is not quasimonotonically increasing, Theorem l. Let Ti:xy l lfx-2., ) + 1-r,' tx-24 #=*,
which is greater than the right hand side of (28) Theorem 3. Let (12) be satisfied and assume that the coruesponding differential inequality (1, 5) has a positiae solution a in (0,1) such that either (37) ( given by the right hand side
solves (15) with Q@)=L2,
in ä = lzl-1. 
